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Abst ract - -A  functional analytic method is used to prove a theorem which establ ishes the exis- 
tence and the uniqueness of the solution of a nonlinear difference quation in the Banach space 11. 
The  boundedness of the solution and the local asymptot ic  stabil ity of the equil ibrium points of the 
nonl inear differm~ce equation under discussion are derived immediately from this theorem. The proof 
of the theorem has a construct ive character which allows us to obtain information about  the size of 
the region of attract ion of the equil ibrium points. Some known nonlinear difference equations are 
studied as part icular eases of the theorem. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All r ights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the mth order nonhomogeneous, nonlinear difference quation of the form 
f (n+m)  + (OZp+t3p(n))f(n+rn--p)=g(n)+Zcs(rt)[f('rt+q)]'s 
p=l  s=2 
N co 
i=1 k=l  
A co (1.1)  
+ Z ~ bt~(n) If (n + qt3) f (n + qt4) f (n + qts)] k 
t= l  k= l  
k.l co 
+ Z Z ljk(n) [Ajf  (n + qj6) + B j f  (n + qj7)] a f (n + qjs), 
j= l  k=l  
where m, N, M, A are positive integers, q, qil, q~2, i = 1, . . . ,  N, qt3, qt4, qts, t = 1, . . .  , A ,  qj6, 
qjr, qjs, j = 1, . . . ,  M are nonnegative integers, %,, p --- 1, . . . ,  m in general complex numbers, 
with the initial conditions 
f(p) = up, p = 1 , . . . ,m.  (1.2) 
Under  su i tab le  assumpt ions ,  on  the  complex  sequences  3p(n), p = 1, . . . ,  m, cs(n), s = 2, 3, . . . ,  
d~k(n), i = 1,... ,N, ljk(Tz), j = 1,... ,M, bt~(n), t = 1 . . . .  ,A ,  k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  on  the  roots  o f  the  
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polynomial ~ ..... + ctl~ ..... 1 + ... + (:~, = 0 and also under the assumption that {g(n)} is a known 
sequence of the Banach space /1 consisting of all complex sequences which satisfy the condition 
~,,,~_~ I.q(n)l < +oc, we prove that there exists a unique solution of (1.1),(1.2) in ll. For the 
motivation of seeking solutions of nonlinear difference quations in 11, see [1, pp. 84-112, 2]. 
The method used in this paper is a flmctional analytic method developed by Ifantis in [2] and 
used in [3]. Using this method, equation (1.1) is 
the torm 
f = g + Q(f)  
where g is a fixed element of an abstract Banach 
depends on the initial conditions f (p)  = up, p = 
reduced equivalently to an operator equation of 
_L ~1 = ~5(f), (1.3) 
space H1, {1 is also a fixed element of H1 which 
1 , . . . ,  m, and Q is a nonlinear operator which is 
defined on H1. Equation (1.3) is also called the abstract ibrm of equation (1.1). Under suitable 
assumptions on the series of the right-hand side of equation (1.1), it is shown that the nonlinear 
operator (/) : B(0, R0) --+ B(0, R0), where B(0, R.o) is an open ball centered at the origin of H~, is 
a holomorphic map in B(0, R0); i.e., its Fr6chet derivative xists at every point in the open ball 
B(0, R0) in H~ and (/5(B(0, R0) C B(0, R0). For holomorphic maps, the following result of Earle 
and Hamilton [4] holds: 
if .f : X ~ X is holomorphie and f (X )  lies strictly inside X ,  then f has a unique fixed 
point in X ,  where X is a bounded, connected, and open subset of a Banach space E. 
By saying that a subset X '  of X lies strictly inside X, we mean that there exists an q > 0 
such that I ] : r '  - y][ > f~l for all x' C X '  and y c E - X. 
Using the above result of Earle and Hamilton and a particular property of the problem, we 
prove that equation (1.3) has a unique fixed point in the ball B(0, R0) which is a subset of the 
Banach sI)ace HI. This means equivalently that the initial value problem (1.1),(1.2) has a unique 
solution in the Banach space ll. 
The fact that the solution of equation (1.3) belongs to the ball B(0, R0) implies that the 
solution of the initial value probleln (1.1),(1.2) is bounded and its upper bound is R0. Also, 
since {f(n)} ~ It, it is obvious that lim~>_,o~ f('n) = 0, and thus, zero is a locally asymptotically 
stable equilibrium point of (1.1),(1.2). Moreover, we can find in particular cases the explicit 
region of attraction and see how its size depends on the parameters of equation (1.1), the initial 
conditions (1.2), and the nonhomogeneous term {g(n)}. In some cases, we can also find the 
radius of convergence of the power series f(z)  = ~'~--1 f(n) z~-l" This power series corresponding 
to {j.(n) } is called generating function, and it may be a formal solution of a differential or integral 
equation. 
In Section 2, the initial value problem (1.1),(1.2) is reduced to an operator equation of the 
fl)rm (1.3). Moreover, two lemmas concerning the abstract form of the right-hand side (nonlinear 
part) of equation (1.1) are proved. In the first lemma, we define the abstract forms of the series 
that e~pI)ear in the right-hand side of equation (1.1) on appropriate balls of H1, and in the second 
lemma, we not only I)rove that the nonlinear operators, which are the abstract forms presented 
in the first lemma, are Fr~chet differentiable, but also we give the Fr~chet derivative for each 
one of them. These two lemmas, together with the fixed-point heorem of Earle and Hamilton, 
are essential fin' the proof of the theorem which is given in Section 3 and which establishes the 
existence and the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value problem (1.1), (1.2) in the Banach 
space l~. Finally, in Section 4, we apply this theorem for some nonlinear difference quations 
which can be deduced from equation (1.1). 
This theorem is a generalization, concerning the right-hand side of the nonlinear difference 
equation (1.1), of a theorem proved in an earlier paper [3]. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In the following, H is used to denote an abstract separable Hilbert space with the orthonormal 
basis e,~, n, = 1,2, 3 . . . . .  We use the symbols (., .) and I1' II to denote the scalar product and norm 
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in H, respectively. By H1, we mean the Banach space consisting of those elements f in H which 
satisfy tile condition ~e~ 1 I(f, e~)l < +oo. The norm in H I is denoted by tl/l[1 = Y~.~--1 I(f, e~)l. 
By {f(n)}, we mean an element of the Banach space ll and by f = En%l f(I/')en, we mean that 
element in HI generated by {f(n)} c ll. The norm in ll is denoted by [tf(,n)[[h = EnC~=l ]f(n)[. 
Finally, by V, we mean the shift operator on H 
and by V* its adjoint 
V : Ven  ~ en+l~ 
V*  : V*en  = en- l~  
One can easily prove that the function 
which is defined as follows: 
n = 2 ,  3 ,  . . . , V 'e l  =0.  
¢(f)  = (f, e,~) = f(n) 
is an isomorphism from H1 onto 11. We call f the abstract form of {f(n)}. 
In general, if G is a mapping in ll and N is a mapping in H1, we call N(f)  the abstract form 
of G(f(n)) if 
G(f(n)) = (N(f) ,  en). (2.1) 
It follows easily that V*f  is the abstract form of f (n  + 1), since 
f (n + 1) = (f,e,z+l) = (V*f, en), 
V f  is the abstract form of f (n  - 1), since 
f (n -  1) = (f, gn-1) = (V f, en), 
and Bpf, p = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, are the abstract forms of[dp(n)f(n), where Bp are the diagonal operators 
= 9p( )en, = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (2.2) 
since [~,(n)f(n) =/3p(n)(f,e,~) = (f, 3~(n)e,,) = (Bpf, en). 
It follows readily from the above that the abstract form of the left-hand side (linear part) of 
equation (1.1) is 
m 
v*m f + E (ap + Bp) g*m-P f
p=l  
because 
f (n+m)+E(ap+/3p(n) ) f (n+m-p)= v*mf+E(ap+Bp)  V*ra-Pf, en , (2.3) 
p=l  p=l  
n = 1, 2, . . . .  
From (2.1) taking into account (2.3), we obtain the abstract form of equation (1.3) 
m N A M 
V*mf + E (ap + Bp) V . . . .  vf  = g + No(f) + ENs( f )  + E Ht(f)  + EK J ( f ) '  (2.4) 
p=l  i=1 t= l  j= l  
where the right-hand side of this equation is the abstract form of the right-hand side (nonlinear 
part) of equation (1.1) and the nonlinear operators No(f), Ni(f), 1 < i < N, Fit(f), 1 < t < A, 
and Kj(f) ,  1 <_ j <_ M, will be given explicitly in the end of this section. Since V*V = I, 
equation (2.4) can be written as follows: 
n = 1,2 , . . . ,  
¢ :H1  --~11, 
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V *m ( I -  r lV) ( I -  r zV) . . .  ( I -  rinK) f + EBpV*m-Pf  
p=l  
N A M 
= g + No(f) +ENd( f )+E l - i t ( f )+EK j ( f ) ,  
i=1 t= l  j= l  
where rp, p = 1, 2 , . . . ,  7n, are the roots of the equation 
r m +0:1  rm-1  + ' ' '+Oz  m = 0 
and I is the identity operator, or 
N A M 
V'ruFf  = g + No(f) + ~-~N.~(f) + ~--~ I It(f) + y~Kj ( f ) ,  
i=1 t= l  j= l  
where 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(b) the functions 
assumptions: 
(a) 
f (m) =um (2.9) 
N A M \ 
E Ni(f)  + E I I t ( f )  + E K j ( I ) )  , (2.10) 
i=1 t= l  j= l  
u = Ulel q- (OllUl q- u2)e2 q- ..- + (O~m-lUl q- O~m-2U2 +' "  q- urn)era. (2.11) 
In the following, we shall formulate and prove two lemmas concerning the nonlinear operators 
No(f), Ni(f ) ,  1 < i < N, Fit(f), 1 < t < A, and Kj ( f ) ,  1 < j <_ M, under the following 
1,2, . . .  ,m, of the equation rm + air  m-1 + ... + 
1,2,. . .  ,m. Then equation (1.1) in the space 11 
sup [cs(n)l <_ 7s, (2.12) 
n 
sup Idik(n)l < 5~k, (2.13) 
n 
sup ]btk(n)l < titk, (2.14) 
n 
sup lljk(  )l <_ ),jk, (2.15) 
n 
O(3 
Go(w) = EY~w s, (2.16) 
s=2 
0(3 
a (w) = &kw 2k, (2.17) 
k=l  
where 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the roots rp, p = 
a,~ = 0 satisfy the conditions ]rp] < 1, p = 
together with the initial conditions 
f(1) --/~1, f(2) = u2, . . . ,  
is equivalent to the following operator equation in Hi: 
/ 
f = F - lu  + F-1V "~ (g + No(f) + 
\ 
F = (I - r lV) ( I  - r2V) . . .  (I - r , ,V) + V m ~_~ BpV *m-p. (2.8) 
p=l  
The operator F leaves invariant he space H1, i.e., for every x E H1, Fx c H1, and therefore, 
equation (2.5) can be considered as an equation in HI whenever the right-hand side of equa- 
tion (2.5) is defined from HI into H1 [2]. This means that f is a solution of (2.5) or (2.7) in H1 if 
and only if {f(n)} is a solution of (1.3) in 11. Also, the operator F has a bounded inverse on H1 
provided that [rp[ < 1 and lim,~__.c~ t ip(n) = O, p = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m [2]. In some cases, we can find the 
norm or a bound of the norm of the operator F -1 in explicit form (see Examples 3 and 5-8). 
Taking into account he above properties of the operator F, it can be proved similarly as in [2,3] 
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o~ 
T~(~,) = ~ ~kw 3~, (2.1S) 
k=i  
O(3 
Fj(w) = ~ Ajk (IAjl + IBjl) k wk+l, (2.19) 
k=l  
are entire functions, or they have a sufficiently large radius of convergence. 
More specifically, in the first lemma, we will define the abstract forms of the series that  appear  in 
the r ight-hand side of equation (1.1), and in the second lemma, we will prove that the nonlinear 
operators No()'), N~(f), 1 <_ i <_ N, I-It(f), 1 < t _< A, and k~(f ) ,  1 < j < AI, are Fr6chet 
differentiable. Moreover, we will find the Fr&:het derivative for each one of them. 
LEMMA 2.1. 
(i) Consider the nonlinear operators N0~, which are defined on H1 as follows: 
O0 O0 
No,(f )  = ~ (f,e~,+q)~e~ = ~[ f (n  + q)]~e~, s > 2. (2.20) 
a=l  n=l  
Assume that the series (2.16) converges absolutely for [w] < RI. Then the nonlinear operator 
oc  
N:  No(f)  = Z c~(n)No~(f), (2.21) 
s=o 
where the complex sequence c~ (n) satisfies (2.12), is defined in the open ball t3(0, RA) of H~, and 
is the abstract form of the operator 
~c 
Go: Go(f(r~ + q)) = ~ c~(~O[.f('n + q)]S, (2.22) 
in Ii. 
(ii) Consider the nonlinear operators Ni~, which are defined on H1 as follows: 
Ni/c(f) (f, ~+q,~) (f, en+q,2) e,n= [f(n+qzl)]k[f(n+qi2)]~e,~, 
n=l  n=l  
k>_ 1, l < i<N.  
nonlinear operators 
(2.23) 
Assume that the series (2.17) converge absolutely tbr Iw[ < R,,. Then the 
043 
Ni:  N~(f) = ~-'~d.ik(n)Nik(f), i = 1 . . . . .  N, (2.24) 
k=l  
where the complex sequences d&(n) satisfy (2.13), are defined in the open balls B(O, ]7~) of H1 
and are the abstract forms of the operators 
0(3 
G~:Gi ( f (n+qi l ) , f (n+q i2) )=Zd ik (n) [ f (n+qn) f (n+qi2) ]  k, i=1  . . . .  ,N,  (2.25) 
k=l  
in ll. 
(iii) Consider the nongnear operators Fit~, which are defined on H I  as follows: 
OG 
e k e k )k I Itk(f) = Z (f, ",,+q*3) (f, ~+q,4) (f, en+q,~ en 
,~=a (2.26) 
o~ 
= ~ [f (n + qt3)] k [f (n + qt4)] k If  (n + qts)] ken, k >_ 1, 1 < t < 1.  
n=l  
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Assmne that tlle s('ries (2.1S) converge absolutely for [w] </~* .  Then the nonlinear operators 
l i t :  I I t ( f )  = £btk(n) I I tk ( f ) ,  t = 1, . . .  ,A, (2.27) 
£=1 
where the complex sequences btk ('n) satisfy (2.14), are deigned in the open balls B(O, R~*) of H1, 
mM are the abstract tbrms of the operators 
Tt : 71 (f (n + qt3), f (n + qt4), f (n + qt5)) 
oo  
= E bt,(n) [f (n + qt3) f (n + qt4) f (n + qt5)] k , (2.28) 
k- - I  
1 < t < Airily. 
(iv) Consider the nonlinear 
oo  
e k IQ~:(f) = E [Aj (f, en+q.,,~) + B 9 (f, ~'+,u~)] (f,e~,+qj~)e,~ 
n: l  
o<5 
= Z [Ajf (n + qj6) + Bj I  (n + qcv)] k f (n + q/s) e~, 
n= 1 
operators I(jk, which are defined on H1 as follows: 
k>_l,  I<_ j<M.  
(2.29) 
Assume that the series (2.19) converge absolutely" for Iwl < R~**. Then the nonlinear operators 
t j: I< j ( f )  = j = 1 , . . .  (2.30) 
k=l  
wl~ere the complex seqt~ences satisfy (2.i5), are defined in the open balls S(O, R~**) of H1 and 
are tile abstract tbrms of the operators 
Oo 
= E 1j~,('n) [Ajf (n + qj6) + B j f  (n + qj7)] ~ f (n + qjs), (2.31) 
k=l  
1 <j  <Min i1 .  
PaOOF. 
(i) From (2.20), we have 
HN0.~(f)ll~ = [(N0~(f),e~.)l = (f ,e ,+~) ~ (e~, e,.) 
v=l  ' r=l  
IINos(f)l[, = I(f, en+q)'sl = I(f, en+q)l ~-11(f, en+q)l, s > 2. 
rt=] Z~=I 
Thus, Ibr llfl[t <- R < Rl, by using Schwartz inequality and taking into consideration that R is 
sufficiently large, we obtain 
llN0~(f)H1 _< Rs- l l l f l l ,  _< R ~. (2.32) 
Since sup~ Ic~0z)l < %, we obtain from (2.21) and (2.32), 
OQ 
IIN0(f)l[1 < ~%R ~ < oc. (2.33) 
s=2 
Thus. d~e nonlinear operator (2.21) is defined in the open ball B(0, Ro) of H~. Moreover, we see 
that 
(No(f),e,-~) = c~('n) [,f(n+q)]'~e,,,e,, = Ecs(7~)[ f (?z+q)]S  =Go( f (n+q) ) ,  
s :2  n=l  ,s=2 
which means that No is the abstract form of Go. 
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(ii) From (2.23), we have 
]IN/k(f)lll = I(N~k(f),e~)l = (],en+q~l) (f,e,~+<l~2) k 
r= l  r= l  n=l  
k k-i 
? [[Nik(f)H1 = I(f ,  en+q. ) l  [(.f,e,r,+m2)] I(f,e,,,+q~)l • 
n--i 
Thus, for [If Ill ~< R < R*,  by using Schwartz inequality and taking into consideration that  R is 
sufficiently large, we obtain 
oo 
IfY~k(f)l[1 _< R2k-1 E I(f, cn)I <- R2k- l l l f l l l  -< R2h (2.34) 
n=qi2+l 
Since sups ]dik(n)l _< 5ik, we obtain from (2.24) and (2.34), 
oo 
NHz(f)rl~ _< }-~//~kR 2k < oc. (2.35) 
Thus, the nonlinear operators (2.24) are defined in the ()pen balls B(0,  R~) of HI .  Moreover, we 
see that 
(Ns(f), e~) =: d~k(n) [f(n + qi l ) f [ f (n + q~2)]h'e,, e~ 
~=1 
OG 
=:~ (_/V/(f), e,~) ~- Z dik(~t) If (~ -}- qi l ) ]k If ('n + q,i2)] a, = G.~ ( f  (n + q i l ) ,  3 4. (rt -t- qi2)) , 
k=l  
which means that Ni are the abstract forms of Gi. 
(iii) From (2.26), we have 
er) tlIItk(f)l[1 = ~=1  [(Iltk(f), e,.)l = ~.=~ =~ (f,  e,,+,,,~) ~' (f,  e,,+q,~) ~' ( f ,  e,+~,,a ) (~,~, 
oo 
• C k-1 
n = 1 
Thus, for II/ll~ -< R < RF, by using Schwartz inequality and taking into consideration dmt R is 
sufficiently large, we obtain 
oo 
IlrItk(f)lll </73k-1 ~ I(f,e,,)l _</T3*'-~llfll~ _< S7 3~'. (2.36) 
n=q/5+l 
Since sup** Ibth-(n)l _< 3tk, we obtain from (2.27) and (2.36), 
O(3 
IlI~(/)ll~ _< }-~ ~,k-~3~' < oc. (2.37) 
k=l 
Thus, the nonlinear operators (2.27) are defined in the open bal ls /9(0,  R~'*) of H1. .Moreover,  we 
see that 
(II,(f), ~,~) = b<k(~) E [ f (n  + qta)]k[f(n + qt4)]k[f(n + qts)]ke,, e~ 
k=l  n=l  
( l i t(f) ,  en) = Tt(f(n + qta), f (n  + qt4), f (n + qts)), 
which means that [It are the abstract forms of Tt. 
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(iv) The nonlinear operators (2.30) are Frdchet differentiable in the open balls B ( O, R~**) of H1, 
and their Frdchet derivatives at the point fo E B(O, R~**) are 
oo oo 
Ay(fo)f  = E/ jk (n )E  [k [A i (fo, e~+q,~) + B, (fo, e,~+q,~)] k-1 
k=l  n=l  
× [Aj (f,e~+q,6) + Bj (f, en+q,~)] (fo,en+q,8) (2.43) 
e k + [dj (fo, gn+q,6) + nj  (fo, n+q:ir)] (f,e,n+qjs)] e n. 
PROOF. 
(i) We shall first prove that the linear operators 
oo 
Ao~(fo)f = E s (fo, e,~+q) ~-1 (f, en+q) e,~ 
are the Fr6chet derivatives of the nonlinear operators (2.20) at the point fo E B(0, R1). 
Indeed, Ao~ are bounded operators for f0 c B(0, R1), since 
[IAo~(fo)fNl = ~-~l(Ao,(fo)f, =r=l  n=l  S ( fO 'en+q)S- - l  ( f ' en - t -q )en 'er  
oo 
~ IIAo~(fo)fll~ = ~_s (/o,e~+qF -1 [(f,e~+q)l < sR ~-1 ~ I(/,e~+q)l 
n=l  n=l  
[[Ao,(fo)fiil <_ SR ~-1 ~ [(f,e~)i_<sR~-li[fitl. 
n=q+l  
IiNos(.fo + 
oo 
-E  
r= l  
oQ 
=E 
r t~ l  
_< 
Also, 
But fo E 
lifo + hll~ < 
IlXo, 
O4) 
h) - No,(fo) - Ao,(fo)hlll = ~ I(No~(f0 + h) - No~(fo) - Ao~(fo)h, er)[ 
r= l  
[fo(n + q) + h(n + q)]S _ [/o(n + q)]S _ s [f0(n + q)]S-1 h(n + q) 
Ih( n + q)l [ fo (n+q) ]S - l+ . . .+[ fo (n+q)+h(n+q) ]S - l - s [ fo (n ) ]  s-1 
E lh (n  +q)[ s [ fo (n+q) lS - l+[ f0 (n+q) ]S -2h(n+q)+. . .+h(n+q)  
n=l  
× [(fo(n + q) + h(n + q))S-2 +. . .  + (fo(n + q))~-2] _ s [fo(n + q)]~-i 
oo 
Z I , . ,  + [ISo(n + +. . .+  [XSo(,, + ,,(n + 
n=]  
+ ' "  + I/o(n + q)t s-2] . 
B(O, R1), so tfo(n + q)l = [(fo, en+q)l <_ Itfoill < R < R1, and for h such that 
R < R1, we have in the same way that Ifo(n + q) + h(n + q)l -< R < R1. Thus, 
(fo + h) - No~(fo) - Ao~(fo)hN~ <_ ~ Ih(n + q)l 2 
n=l  
× [R s-2 +- . .  + (s -  2)R ~-2 + (s - 1)R s-2] 
NNo,(fo + h) - No,(fo) - Ao,(fo)hll I < s(s - 1) R,_211hll 2 
- 2 
NNo~(fo + h) - No~(fo) - Ao~(fo)hN1 < s(s - 1) RS_2[ihll I 
O, NhN1 - 2 
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for Ilhlll ~ 0. Thus, the linear operators Ao,(fo)f are the Fr6chet derivatives of the nonlinear 
operators (2.20) at the point f0 ~ B(0, R1). Now we can prove that the linear operator (2.40) is 
the Fr6chet derivative of the nonlinear operator (2.21) at the point f0 ~ B(0,/71). Indeed, the 
linear operator (2.40) is bounded for f0 ~ B(0, R1), since 
and E~__2 s%R ~-1 < +co, since E,~__2 %R '~ 
I IW0(f0 + h) - No( f )  - Ao(fo)hl]~ < 
]]No(fo + h) - No(f) - Ao(fo)h][1 <_ 
1, 
< +oc. Also, 
~ Ics0Z)IIN0~ (fo + h) - No~( f )  - Ao.~(fo)hltl 
8=2 
co  
7 ~)S~S-2llhll7 
s=2 
co  
ItNo(fo + h) - N0(f) - A0(f0)hlll < I[..hi]l ~Fss (s  - 1)R s-2 -~ 0, 
II<ll - 2 ~=2 
for IIh[ll + 0. Thus, the linear operator Ao(fo)f is the F%chet derivative of the nonlinear 
operator (2.21) at the point f0 E B(0, R1). 
(ii) We shall first prove that the linear operators 
(X3 
= )k-1 )k A,l,.(fo)f E [k(fo, en+q~, (f, en+q~,)(fo, en+q~2 
n=l  
+ k (fo, e,,+<,;~) k (f0,%+q~) k-1 (f, e,,+,,~)] en 
are the Fr6chet derivatives of the nonlinear operators (2.23) at the point f0 c/3(0, R*). 
Indeed, Ai~. are bounded operators for f0 E B(0, R~), since 
O(3 
]]A~k(fo)ftll = ~ ](&k (f0) f, e.,.)l 
o~ 
-- Z 
71,~ 1 
~i-]~(fo, e]~ll+qil (fo, en+q,2)~(f, en+q,2))] 
(:x) co 
It&a(fo)flll <- kR2k-i ~ I(f, e,,+q,,)l + k/7 2k-1 ~ I(f, e~,+q,~)l 
n=l  n=l  
co  (3o 
=> llAik(f°)fi]l <- kR2k-1 E I(f'e'~)l + kFZ2k-1 E I(f'en)t 
n- -q i l+ l  r z=q i2+l  
I lA, ,k( fo)f i l l  G 2k/72k-l l l f l11. 
Following the same procedure as in the proof of (i) and taking into account hat for f0 c 
B(O,R*) and h such that Nfo + hill _< s7 < R~, it is Ifo(n + q~l)l <_ t7, tfo(n + q~2)l <- R, 
I.fo(n + q,;1) + h(n + qil)l -< R, and Ifo(n + q~2) + h(n + q.i2)l <- R, we find after some tedious 
manipulation that 
liNik (fo + h) - N~k(fo) - A~k(fo)hlll < (k - 1)k(2k - 1)/~2k_sllhll ~+ ,~(2k - 1)R2k-211hl121 
• - -  3 
I lN, k(.fo + h)  - N~k(¢o)  - A~k(fo)hll~ < (k - 1 )k (2k  - 1) R2k_a l lh l l  ~ 
Ilhll~ - 3 
+ k(2k - 1)S~2k-~llhlll ~ 0, 
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for nhnl ~ 0. Thus, the linear operators A~k(fo)f are the F%chet derivatives of the nonlinear 
operators (2.23) at the point f0 c B(0, R~). Now we can prove that the linear operators (2.41) 
are the FrSchet deriw~tives of the nonlinear operators (2.24) at the point f0 c B(0, R~). Indeed, 
the linear operators (2.41) are bounded for f0 c B(0, R~), since 
and 2 Ek%l  kSik R2k- I  < 4-00, since Ek%l 5ikR2k < 4-00. Also, 
=~ [INi(f0 + h) - N~(f0) - A~(fo)f[[1 
oo 
IINi(fo + h) - Ni(fo) - Ai(fo)fll l <_ E Idi/`:(n)l IINik(f o 4- h) - Ni~(fo) - A~/`,(,fo)flll 
k=l 
1 oc 
l]N~(fo + h) - Ni(fo) - A~(fo)fnl < -~ E 6ih.(h: - 1)k(2k - 1)R2/':-allhll ~ 
k=l 
o(3 
4- ~ &/`.k(2h: - 1)R?a'-211hll ~
/,'=1 
,TYO 
Ilhll, -< Ilhllg3 ES ih(k  a)k(2k-  1)R 2a-3 
k=l 
oo 
+ IIhll~ y~' ~kk(2k  - 1)R 2~-2 -~ 0, 
k 1 
for Ilhlli ~ 0. Thus, the linear operators Ai(fo)f are the Fr6chet derivatives of the nonlinear 
operators (2.24) at the point f0 E B(O,R~). 
(iii) We shall first prove that the linear operators 
Atk(fo ) f = i [k (fo, en+q,.a)k-l (f  , e,~+q,a) (.fo, eT~+q,~)k (f0, en+q,s)k 
n=l 
+ k (fo, er~+q,a) ~: (fo, e,~+q,~)/`-1 (f, en+q,~) (fo, e,,z+q,~)/`" 
)k Iv . k--1 + k (fo, en+q,a (fo, en+q,~) (Jo, en+q~5) (f, e,,,+q,5)] e,,~ 
are the Fr~chet derivatives of the nonlinear operators (2.16) at tile point f0 c B(0, R~*). 
Indeed, Ark are bounded operators for f0 E/3(0,/~*), since 
I I&k(fo)fJI1 : 
==~ [[Atk(fo)f[[1 ~ 
~-~ l( Ae~(fo) f , e,.)p 
r=l  
(Jo, ~,~+,~,~) (Jo, e,,+,~,,, 
+k(fo,en+q,3)k • ~:-1 )~ (a*o, c~,+q,  ) (f, C?l+qt4 ) (fo, e,~+q,,, 
+k(fo,  en+q,3)k (fo, e,~+q,~)~(fo, e~+q,5) k l (f,e~,+q,~) 
kRak-1 ~ I(f, en+q,3)l 
n=l 
(f ,  4- k t~3k-1E  en+q,4) + KR 3~'-I ( f ,  en+q,r~) 
n=l  n=l  
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F~ll~~~~~in~ the same procedure as in the proof of (i) and taking into account t>hat for jfo E 
1310. AT;“*) aud h such that /I& + h(ll 5 R < R,**, it is lf0(?2 + m)l 5 4 IhA? + aa)/ 5 X 
l,fi(~ +- a~,)/ 5 R I.fb(*t~+sts) + h(?2.+m)l 5 R, lf0(?2+(1t~) + h(?2+m)l 5 R, and lfo(n -tm) -t 
h(a + qts)j 5 R, we find after some tedious manipulation that 
+ 31c(2k - l)(lc - I) 
[ 2 
+ k 
I 
R3”-‘“ljk((: 
+ 
f-b llirll I + 0. Thus, the linear operators A~~(~~)~ are the Frechet, derivatives of the nonlineal 
operators (2.26) at the point fo E B(O, RJ*). N ow we can prove that the linear operators (2.42) 
xe the Frechet derivatives of the ~lonlinear operators (2.27) at the point ,fa E B(O, R;*). Indeed, 
the liliear operators (2.42) are ~(~~lnded for fo E B(O, RF*), since 
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for NhlI~ -~ 0. Thus, the linear operators At(fo)f are the Fr4chet derivatives of the nonlinear 
operators (2.27) at the point fo ~ B(O, R~*). 
(iv) We shall first prove that the linear operators 
oo 
A,a(fo)f = ~ [k [A~ (fo,e,,~+q,~) + By (fo,e,sz+qjr)]  k -1  [A3 (f,e,z+q:~) 
rt-~- i 
e k +~y (f,e~+q~)] (fo,en+q,~) + [Aj (fo,e~<+qj~) + ~j (fo, n+qj,)] (f, en+q~,)] en 
are the Fr~chet derivatives of the nonlinear operators (2.29) at the point f0 ~ B(0, R~**). 
Indeed, AOk are bounded operators for fo~ B(O, Rj**), since 
O(3 
]IAYk(fo)ftll = ~ I(Ajk(fo)f, er)l 
O<3 
e k- l"A = ~ Ik [Aj (fo,e,~+~,~) + 13j (fo, n+q+r)] [ j (f,c,~+qj6) 
+ Bj (f, en+q,,)] (f0,en+qj~) 
+ + (z0, (f, 
(3<) 
+ (IAjl + IBjf) k/7 'v ~ I I 
7z=l  
~NAy~(fo)flla <_k(IAyl+lSjl)k-~R ~ IA~I I(f,e~)l+ ~ IBal I(f, en)l 
z=qj6+l  n=q:iT+ l 
f2,o 
+(IAjI+IB~I) ~<R~ ~ I(f,e,~)l 
n=qjs+l  
IIAj~(fo)flll < (k + 1) (IAyl + IByl) k R~ll/llx. 
Following the same procedure as in the proof of (i) and taking into account hat for f0 
B(0, R~**) and h such that [If0 + hllx <_ R < R~**, it is lfo(n + qj6)l <- R, Ifo(n + qj7)l <- 
R, [fo(n + qys}l <- R, [f0(n + qja) + h(n + qj6)[ <_ R, Ifo(~ + qyT) + h(n + qj7)l < R, and 
[f0(~z + qjs) + h(n + qjs)l <- R, we find after some tedious manipulation that 
IIhS,<(fo + h) - K j~( fo)  -- Ajk(fo)hl l~ <_ i~(i~ + 1) 
I IK jk ( fo  + h) - Kyk( fo )  - A jk ( fo )h l l l  < k (k  + 1) 
Ilhlll - 2 
(IA01 + IBjl) k R ~-INhII~ 
(IAjl + IBjl)k Rk-IHhN1 -+ 0, 
for IthH1 ~ 0. Thus, the linear operators Ajk(fo)f are the Frgchet derivatives of the nonlinear 
operators (2.29) at the point fo E B(0, R~**). Now we can prove that the linear operators (2.43) 
are the Frdchet derivatives of the nonlinear operators (2.30) at the point fo E B(O~,/~'**~*~j s. Indeed, 
the linear operators (2.43) are bounded for/0 E B(0, R~**), since 
IIAJ(fo)flll <- Iljk(n)] IIAsk(fo)flll <_ ),3k(k + 1)(IAjl + IByl) k R k II.fll:, 
k=l  
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and Ek~l  "~J k(k -~ 1)(IAjl q- I/3Jl )kRk < q-oo, s ince E~- I  J~tkt~3k < q-O0. Also, 
(3O 
IlKy(fo + h) - Ky(fo) - Aj(fo)fll~ < ~ Izjk(~)l I lK jk( /0 + h) - Hjk(fo) - Ayk(fo)fl[~ 
k=l 
k(k + 1) 
llK~(f0 + h)-Kj( fo)-aj( fo)f l l l  <_ 2..aj~ 
k=l 
oo 
IIKj(fo + h) - Kj(fo) - aj(fo)f l l l  <<_ y~ a,k k(k + 1) 
Ilh[ll k=l 2 
for II1~11~ + 0. Thus, the linear operators Aj(fo)f  are the Fr~chet derivatives of the nonlinear 
operators (2.30) at the point f0 ~ B(0, R~**). 
- -  (IAjl + IBjl)klgk-llthlt21 
- -  (IAjl -> IBjl) k/gk-ll lhH1 --+ 0, 
3.  MAIN  RESULT  
In this section, we shall prove a theorem which establishes the existence and the uniqueness of 
the solution of the initial value problem (1.1),(1.2) in the Banach space l~. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that limn--+oo 9p(n) = O, the complex sequences btk(?z), Cs(?Z), dik(n), 
and ljk(n), p = 1 , . . . ,m,  t = 1 , . . . ,A ,  i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  j = 1, . . . ,M,  s = 2 ,3 , . . . ,  k = 1,2,3,.. .  
satis(v the conditions (2.12)-(2.15) and the functions (2.1 6)-(2.19) are entire functions, or they 
have a sutticiently large radius of convergence. Assume also that the roots of the equation 
r m + c, l r  ~-1  + . . .  + ct~ = 0 satisfy the conditions [rpl < 1, p = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,m.  Then there exist 
positive numbers Ro and Po such that for 
[ul + Ilglll = lul l  ~- I a lu l  ~- u21 At"  ~- IC~rrz-eul -~ arrz--2U2 ~- ' ' "  ~- urnl  -[- Ilglll < Po, (3.1) 
where g is the abstract form of {g(n)}, the equation (1.1) together with the initial conditions (1.2) 
has a unique solution {f(n)} in ll. Moreover, 
~ If(n)[ < Ro. (3.2) 
rZ=I 
PROOF. Consider the function 
N 
¢:  ~( f )  = F - l% d- F-1TiTmg @ F-1VmNo(f) + E F -1vmN~(f )  
i=1 (3.3) 
A M 
+ ~ F - l v '~ I I t  (f) + ~ V -~ V,~Kj (f), 
t= l  j= l  
and assume that  the norm or the bound of the norm of the operator P -1 is L; i.e., 
kit-ill1 <_ L. (3.4) 
By Lemma 2.1, we have from (2.33), (2.35), (2.37), and (2.39), 
I INo(f)ll l < R2/~Io(R), ][N,,(f)ll* -< R2Mi(R), (3.5) 
LlIit(f)I]l <_ R3At(R), IIKj(f)[ll <_ R2Qj(R), ILflll < R < R, 
where 
(x) 
~0(R)  : ~z~R ~-~, 
8=2 
(DO 
2xt(R) x-" ~ ~,3k-a = ~ Ptk  Ix 
k : l  
M~(R) = ~ 5~kR 2k-2, 
k=l  
Qj(R) = E AJk ( lAy[+ IBj[)k Rk-1  
k=l 
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unstable, but a very small neighborhood of it could be an attractor, and thus, from a practical 
point of view, it could be considered as stable [5, p. 25]. 
R.EMaaK 3.2. From (3.2), it follows that 
If(n)l < Ro. 
This means that the solution that is predicted by Theorem 3.1 is a bounded solution of the initial 
value problem (1.1),(1.2), and R0 is an upper bound of it. 
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.1 predicts a unique solution {f(n)} of (1.1) in l~. This means that 
l im~o~ f(n)  = 0. Thus, zero is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of equation (1.1) 
with region of attraction given by (3.1). In the case where equation (1.1) has nonzero equilibrium 
points (9), we set 
f (n )  = F(n)  + 9, (3.12) 
and we apply Theorem 3.1 to the new equation which results from equation (1.1) after the trans- 
formation (3.12). If Theorem 3.1 can be applied to this transformed equation, then this equation 
has a unique solution in ll, i.e., F(n)  E 11 ~ lim~-.c¢ F(n)  = 0, and zero is a locally asymp- 
totically stable equilibrium point with region of attraction given by (3.1). As a consequence, 
equation (1.1) has a unique solution, not in 11, but in the space {~} + 11. Also, limn-~cc f (n )  = o ,  
and thus, 9 is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point. Its region of attraction re- 
suits from the region of attraction for the zero equilibrium point of the transformed equation 
using (3.12). Finally, the upper bound of {f(n)} is given by 
I/(n)l < R0 + IQI. 
REMARK 3.4. Theorem 3.1 holds also in the case where n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  In this case, the or- 
thonormal basis of H consists of the elements e0, el, e2, . . . ,  and the shift operator and its adjoint 
are defined as follows: 
V:Ven =en+l ,  n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  
V* : V* e~ = en_l, n> 1, V* eo = O. 
Also the solution {f(n)} c l l  of the nonlinear difference quation (1.3) does not satisfy condi- 
tions (1.2) anymore, but instead satisfies the following conditions: 
f (0 )=u0,  f(1) =u l ,  f(2) =u2,  . . . ,  f (m-1)  =um_l .  
Finally the relationship (3.1) should he replaced by the following: 
Iv, I = luol + Ic~luo + ul[ + . . .  + [c~,,_xUo + a,,_2u1 +. . .  + u,~-ll + Ilglll < P0, 
where tt = tt0c0 ÷ (ctl~t0 ÷ Ztl)el ÷ .." ÷ (Ctm-l~t0 ÷ ctm-2Ul ÷ "'" ÷ ttm-1)em-1- 
REMARK 3.5. The right-hand side (nonlinear part) of the difference quation (1.1) is quite gen- 
eral, since every function has a Taylor expansion. Thus, many difference quations can be reduced 
to an equation of the form (1.1). This approach is used in Examples 4-6 in Section 4. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In the following, we will apply Theorem 3.1 to some nonlinear difference quations which can 
be deduced from equation (1.1). 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following Riccati equation: 
f (n  + 1) - c(n) f (n )  = 9(n) + d(n) f (n ) f (n  + 1), n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (4.1) 
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where {9(n)} is a known element of 11 and c(n), d(n) are in general complex sequences with 
lim~_+oo c(n) = 7, 171 < 1, and Id(n)l <_ 5. 
We shall show that equation (4.1) has a unique solution in l, for a particular egion of the 
initial condition f(1). Moreover, we shall find a bound for the solution {f(n)} of equation (4.1) 
and the radius of convergence for the generating analytic function f(z),  when lim,~-,oo g(n)/ f (n)  
exists. 
Equation (4.1) can be written as follows: 
f (n  + 1) - 7f(n) - [c(n) - 7]f(n) = g(n) + d(n) f (n) f (n + 1). (4.2) 
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
'rn = 1 ,  OZl : - -7 ,  /31(Tt ) ---- --[C(ft) -- 7],  Cs(T/) -~ O, 
X = 1, d11(n) = d(n) ,  d ik(n)  -- O, k _> 2, 
b~k(n) -- 0, lsk(n)  - 0, 
ql l  = 0, q12 = 1. 
In this case, the operator F has the form 
r = I - 7V + VB1, where Blen = -[c(n) - 7]en, 
and let L be the bound of the operator F - l ,  which exists according to what is mentioned in 
Section 2; i.e., I I r -~lt~ <_ L. Also, P(R) = 1 - LR5 and P~(R) = R /L  - 5R 2. It follows easily 
from Theorem 3.1 that for 
1 
If(1)l + 119111 < 45L~, (4.3) 
equation (4.1) has a unique solution in 11. Also, {f(n)} is bounded, and in particular the following 
holds: 
1 
If(n)l < 25---L" (4.4) 
Finally, from equation (4.1), we have 
f (n+ 1) 9(n) 
f(n) c(n) - f(n) +d(n) f (n  + 1). 
Since {f(n)} is an element of ll, it follows that lim~_+~ f(n) = 0. Thus, 
lim f (n  + 1) 9(n) 
~oo f(n) = 7+~i~rn~f(n) '  
If limn--.oo 9(n)/ f(n) = /(  exists, then for every solution {f(n)} starting at a point given by (4.3), 
the generating analytic function f(z) = En%l f(n) zn-1 converges absolutely for Izl < 1/17 + KI. 
REMARK 4.1. In the case when c(n), d(n), g(n) are real sequences with lim~__+~ c(n) = 7, 171 > 1, 
lim~>_.~ g(n) = 0, and Id(n)l <_ 5, it was proved in [6] that equation (4.1) has a unique real solution 
{f(n)}, n = k, k + 1, . . . ,  where k is an arbitrary but fixed integer, such that l im~+~ f (n)  = O. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the difference quation 
b(n + 2) c(n + 2) 1 
f (n+2)+o~(n+2- - -~f (n+l ) -  o~(n--+ 2) + ct(n~f(n+3)f(n)+ . . . .  n=0,1 ,  , (4.5) 
where c~(n), b(n), c(n) are complex sequences with c(n+2)/ct(n+2) E 11, l imn~ b(n+2)/c~(n+ 
2) = A, IAI < 1, and snPn ] l /a (n  + 2)1 _< B. 
We shall show that equation (4.5) has a unique solution in ll for a particular egion of the 
initial conditions f(0), f(1), and we shall find a bound for the solution {f(n)}. 
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Equation (4.5) can be written as follows: 
+_2) ] 
f (n+2)  4-Af(n4-1)4- ka(n+2)  A f (n4-1) -  
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
c(n + 2) 1 
o'(n ÷ 2) + a(n + 2~ f (n  + 3)f(n). (4.6) 
Tit = 2,  O~ 1 = A ,  
a2 - 0, 32(~)  - 0, 
cn(~) ~ o, b~k(~z) - o, 
1 
N ~- 1, d'l l(/Z) - og(17, 4- 2~; 
i _> 2, qll = 3, 
b(Tz + 2) 
i l l (n )  - A,  ~('n + 2) 
g(,~) _ ~(r~ + 2) 
~.(~ + 2) '  
/~k(n) - o, 
dik 0z) -- 0, 
q12 = 0. 
In this case, the operator F has the form 
F = I ( I  n L AV) 4- V2B1V *, where Bl(,l)en =/~l(r~,)en, 
and let L be the bound of the operator F -~, which exists according to what mentioned in 
Section 2; i.e., IIF-*H <_ L. Also, P(R) = 1 - LBR and P~(R) = R /L  - BR  2. It tbllows easily 
from Theorem 3.1 that for 
If(O)t + IA.f(O) + f (1 ) l  + Ilglla < - -  
equation (4.5) and thus (4.4) has a unique solution in /~. 
particular the following holds: 
1 
If(n)l < 2B~-£" 
1 
4BL2,  (4.7) 
Also, {f(n)} is bounded, and in 
(4.8) 
REMARK 4.2. In the case when equation (4.5) has positive solutions with positive initial condi- 
tions and the sequences a(n), b(n), c(n) are real nonnegative s quences with c~(n)+b(n)+c(n) > O, 
it was proved in [7], under some different han those we used, but more complicated conditions 
on the sequences a(n) ,  b(n), c(n), that every positive solution of equation (4.5) is bounded. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the difference quation 
f (n  + 1) b(n + 1) c(n + d(n + - - -  ~ ~ l l ) ) f (n+2) f (n ) '  ct(n + 1) + f (n + 1)f(n + 2)f(n) + a(n + c~(n + (4.9) 
?-t, = 0, 1 , . . . ,  
where a(n), b(n), c(n), d(n) are complex sequences with 
b(n + 1) c(n + 1) d(n + 1) 
O~('lt -~- 1) E [1~ SUPn O:'(?t @ 1) ~ /~1~ and supn ~ + 1) -< B2. 
We shall show that equation (4.9) has a unique solution in /1 fbr a particular egion of the 
initial condition f(0), and we shall find a bound for tile solution {f(n)}. 
Equation (4.9) results from equation (1.1) for 
,,~ = 1, ~1 _-- o, 9,( ,~) -= o, ~('~) - ~(~ + 1)' ~(~)  ~ o, z j~,(,0 -: o, 
d(~ + 1) 
N = 1, du(n) - c~(n + 1)' di~,(n) ~ 0, i ~_ 2, qll = 2, q12 = 0, 
c(n + 1) 
A = 1, bll(77~) --  ct(n 4- 1~' blk(n) ~ 0, ]~ ~ 2, q13 1, q14 2, q15 =- 0. 
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In this case, the operator P has the form 
r = i and IIr-*ll = 1. 
Also, P(R)  = 1 - RB I  - R2B2 and P] (R) = R-  R2B1 - RaB2. It follows easily from Theorem 3.1 
that for 
8B21v/4B~ 4- 12B24- 24B2v/4B~ 4- 12B2 - 72BIB2 - 16B a 
I/(0)[ 4- Ilglll < 216B~ , (4.10) 
equation (4.9) has a unique solution in ll. Also, {f(n)} is bounded and in particular the following 
holds: 
v/4B~ + 12B2 - 2B1 
[f(n)l < 6B2 (4.11) 
REMARK 4.3. In the case when equation (4.9) has positive solutions with positive initial condi- 
tions and the sequences a(n), b(n), c(n), d(n) are real nonnegative s quences with a.(n)4-b(n) > 0, 
c(n) + d(n) > 0, it was proved in [7], under some different han those we used, but more compli- 
cated conditions on the sequences a(n), b(n), c(n) that every positive solution of equation (4.9) 
is bounded. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the difference quation 
f (n  + 1) = oef(n) + b(n)e -f(~'), n = O, 1 , . . . ,  (4.12) 
where a a complex number and b(n) a complex sequence with Ictl < 1, b(n) E 11, sup,. Ib0~)t ~ B, 
and sup~ Ig(~ + 1)/c~(,z + 1)1 _< Zh. 
We shall show that equation (4.12) has a unique solution in ll for a particular egion of the 
initial condition f(0), and we shall find a bound for the solution {f(n)}. 
Equation (4.12) can be written as follows: 
oo 
f (n  + 1) + [-c~ + b(n)]f(n) = b(n) + Z b(n)(-1)s T [ f (n ) ]~.  
8=2 
(4.13) 
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
m = 1, az  ~- -06  ~ l (? t )  = b(11,), g('T~) = b( '~) ,  cs(?~t) - b(Tz) ( - l )S  
s! 
d~k(~) -= 0, b~k(,z) - 0, lj~,(~) _= 0. 
In this case, the operator F has the form 
F = I - ctV + VB1, where Ble ,  = b(n)e~, 
and let L be tile bound of the operator F -1, which exists according to what is mentioned 
in Section 2; i.e., I Ir-l lt l  _< L. Also, P(R)  = 1 -LRB~°°=2Rs-2 /s !  and Pa(R) = R /L -  
-BR  2 ~°°=2 R~-2/s! .  It follows easily from Theorem 3.1 that for 
[f(0)l + l[gII] < PI(RO), (4.14) 
where Ro is the point at which PI(R) attains a maximum, equation (4.13) and thus (4.12) has a 
unique solution in ll. Also, {f(n)} is bounded and in particular the following holds: 
If(~)l < Ro. (4.15) 
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REMARK 4.4. In the case when equation (4.12) has positive solutions with positive initial con- 
ditions and a c (0,1), b(n) = 0, i fn  = 0,2, . . .  and b(n) = b ~ (0, oc) i fn  = 1,3, . . . ,  it was 
proved in [8] that the positive periodic solution of equation (4.12) with period two is globally 
asymptotically stable if and only if b _< ((1 + a2)/~) exp((1 + a2)/(1 - a2)). 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the difference quation 
f (n  ÷ 2) : r[af(n + 1) +/gf(n)e -f(n)] 
q 
e - f  (n+l)  
n =0,1 , . . . ,  c~ ~ (0, 1), # E (0, oc). 
(4.16) 
V~re shall show that zero is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of equation (4.16) 
for a+'9 < 1. Moreover, we shall find a region of attraction for it, a bound for the solution {f(n)} 
of equation (4.16), and the radius of convergence for the generating analytic function f(z). 
Equation (4.16) can be written as follows: 
oo ( _ l )S_  1 oo -1  k 
f (n+2)- (~f(n+l) - /3 f (n)  = a E -~--_~)v. [f(n+l)]S+/3 E ~-ff~-I. {f(n)+ f(n+l)]k f(n)" (4.17) 
s=2 k=l 
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
m : 2, 
btk(n) ~ 0, 
A1 = B1 = 1, 
O~ 1 : --O', O~ 2 : - -~  
Ct(--1) s -1  
g(n)--O, Cs(n)-- (s-l)! ' 
/~(-i) k 
ll4 r = 1, lyk(n) -- k! ' 
q16 : q18 : 0, q17 = 1. 
q=l ,  
In this case, the operator F has the form 
and 
1 
l it- i l l1 < - l -a -3"  
Also, 
and 
P(R)  = I 1 _  1-a - /3  a ( s - l ) !  + /3E2k  k-1 k s=2 k=l 
~ Rs-2  
P I (R)  = (1  - ~ - Z )R  - R 2 ~ (s  - 1 ) !  
s=2 
oo 2k Rk_l ] 
k=l 
The region of attraction predicted by Theorem 3.1 is given by 
If(0)l + I - af(0) ÷ f(1)l < Pi(R0), (4 .1s )  
where R0 is the point at which PI(R) attains a maximum. Thus, the equilibrium point zero is 
locally asymptotically stable with region of attraction given by (4.18). Also, {f(n)} is bounded, 
and in particular the following holds: 
If(n)l < Ro. (4.19) 
Finally, from equation (4.16), we have 
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If we set lim~-+oo f (n  + 1) / f (n )  = K ,  we have fi'om the above equation, 
I (=a+-~ - c~K- /3=0~K= 2 
Thus, for every solution {f(n)} starting at a point given by (4.18), the generating analytic 
function f ( z )  = y'~,n~=l f (n )z  n-1 converges absolutely for Izl < 2/ (~+ ~ + 43) in the case when 
K = (a+ v /~ + 43)/2 and for [zl < 2/(c~- v /~ + 43) in the case when K = (a -  V/ -~+ 4/3)/2. 
REMARK 4..5. In the case when equation (4.16) has positive solutions with positive initial con- 
ditions, it was proved in [9], among other things, that zero is a globally asymptotically stable 
equilibrium point of (4.16) for c~ +/3 <_ 1. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the following system of two difference quations: 
f l (n  + 1) : f2(n), f2(n  + 1) = fl(n)g r-fl(n)-af2(n), ?~ : 0, 1 , . . . ,  (4.20) 
where r and c~ are in general complex numbers. 
We shall show that (0, 0) is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of system (4.20) 
for Rer  < 0. Moreover, we shall find a region of attraction for it and a bound for {ft(n)}, 
{/2(n)}. 
System (4.20) can be reduced to the following difference quation of order two: 
f l (n  + 2) = fl(n)e r-f~(n)-c~f~(n+l), (4.21) 
which (:an also be written as follows: 
/ l (n  + 2) - e<f l (n)  = e" Z [fl (n) + ~fn+l ]k f l (n ) .  (4.22) 
k=l  
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
m = 2, c~1 = O, c~2 = -eL  3p(n) - O, 
1 <<_ p <_ 2, g(n)  =- O, cs(n) =- O, 
( -1)ke ~ 
A1 : 1, B1 : ct, q16 : q18 : 0, q17 : 1. 
In this case, the operator F has the form 
and l i P - I l l1 -<- -  1 - e Rer" 
Also, 
and 
P(R)  : 1 - 
1~ ~ e Rer 
1 - eR~ -LS-., (1 + t~l) ~Rk-1 
k=l  
Px(m = (~ - ~'~) R - R ~ ~ e~ ~7-,(i + l~I)kR k-x. 
k=l 
The region of attraction predicted by Theorem 3.1 is given by 
If1(0)[ + 1f1(1)[ < PI (Ro) ,  (4.23) 
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where -R0 is the point at which P1 (R) attains a maximum. Thus, the equilibrium point zero is a 
locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of equation (4.21) with region of attraction given 
by (4.23). Also, {fl(n)} is bounded, and in particular the following holds: 
I/~("01 < R0. (4.24) 
In the same way, system (4.9) is reduced to the following second-order difference quation: 
f2(n + 2) = f2(~)e r'-f'2(n)-c~f2(r~+1). (4.25) 
Thus, as before, zero is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of equation (4.25) with 
region of attraction given by 
If2(0)] + If2(1)l < r l (Ro) .  (4.26) 
Also, {.h(n)} is bounded, and in particular the following holds: 
If:(~)l < R0. (4.27) 
Thus, (0, 0) is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of system (4.20) with region of 
attraction given by (4.23) and (4.26). 
REMARK 4.6. In the case when system (4.20) has positive solutions with positive initial condi- 
tions, it was proved in [10], among other things, that for r C (0, 1] and a E (0, 1), the positive 
equilibrium point (r/(1 + a), r/(1 + ct)) of (4.20) is globally asymptotically stable. 
REMARK 4.7. For Examples 4 6, the regions of attraction are given by inequalities (4.14),(4.18) 
and (4.23),(4.26), respectively. These inequalities do not give explicitly the regions of attraction, 
because we do not know the point R0 at which PI (R) attains a maximum. However, we can find 
approximately the regions of attraction by truncating the power series, of which Pt (R) consists. 
Thus, PI (R)  becomes a polynomial of which we (:an find the maximum. Of conrse, we must take 
into consideration the truncation error which is inevitable in this case. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the difference quation 
Af (n  + 2) + .f(n + 2)f(n) = ct + bf(n) ,  n = O, 1 , . . . ,  (4.28) 
where a, A, and b are positive real numbers. 
We shall show that the positive equilibrium point ~) = (b - A + x/(A - b) 2 + 4a)/2 of equa- 
tion (4.28) is locally asymptotically stable, and we shall find a region of attraction for it. Moreover, 
we shall find a bound for the solution {f(n)} for initial conditions in general complex numbers. 
We set f (n)  = F(n) + g into equation (4.28) and we obtain, after some manipulation, 
F(¢~ + 2) + 
-b  - A + v / (A  - b) 2 + 4aF(n)  = 
b + A + x / (A -  b) '2 + 4a b + A + x / (A -  b) 2 + 4a, 
F(n + 2)F(n). (4.29) 
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
-b  - A + v/(A - b) 2 + 4c~ 
'?~ = 2, Cr 1 ~ O,C~ 2 = 
b + A + , f (A  - b) 2 + 4a 
N=I ,  
~'a(¢~) = 92(n) = o, g(~) _= o, 
2 
dl l  (?z) = 
b+ A+ x / (k -  b) 2 +4a '  
k>_2, qn =2,  q12 =0,  
c~(n) ~ O, btk(n) =- O, /j~:(n) --= 0. 
dlk(?~ ) ~ 01 
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In this case, the operator F has the form 
r ~- ( I  -- FLU) ( [  --  T2V), 
where 
• / -b -A+x/ (A -b)  9~+4a 
'1"1 =1~ v D~ -÷- V/ ('---~ - - ; )-'72 7 -4-" ~ , 
i f c~-Ab>_O and 
l -b -A+x/ (A -b)  2 + 43 
'1"1 = V ] Y2ATV ---'~-~;YT~''~ ' 
if a - Ab < O. In both cases, we have 
i / -b -A+~/(A-b)  2+43,  
=-  V 
~ -b  - A + v/(A - b) 2 + 43 7' 2 ~ - -  
b + A + v / (A -  b) 2 + 43 
I I r -* l l ,  _< 
Also, P(R)  = 1 - LR / ' (o  ÷ A)  and P I (R)  = n/L  - n2 / (e  + A).  It follows easily that  the region 
of attract ion of the equil ibrimn point zero of equation (4.29) predicted by Theorem 3.1 is given 
by 
-5b  - 5A + 7v/(A - b): + 4~ x/(A - b) 2 + 43 
IF(o)I + IY(1)l < 8 2 
i ( -b  - A + ~/(A - b) 2 + 43) 2 (4.30) _ 4c~ - 4Ab + 
b + A + x/(A - b) 2 + 4c~ 8(b + A + v/(A - b) 2 + 4a) 
Thus, 9 is a locally asymptotical ly stable equilibrium point of equation (4.28) with region of 
attract ion given by 
f (0 ) -  b -A+x/ (A2  - b)2 +43: + f (1 ) -  b -A+x/ (A2  - b)2 +4~ 
-5b  - 5A + 7v / (A  - b) 2 + 4c~ ~/ (A  - b) 2 + 43 
< 8 - 2 (4 .31)  
2 
(b+ +~f(A  b) 2+ b + A + ~/(A - b) 2 + 43 8 A - 43~ 
/ 
Also, {F(n)} and thus {f (n)} is bounded, and in particular the following holds: 
b - A + 2x/(A - b) 2 ÷ 4o - ~/4~ - 4Ab (4.32) 
I/(,~)l = tF(',0 + el -< IY('1~)l + 101 < 2 
REMARK 4.8. In the case when equation (4.28) has positive solutions with positive initial condi- 
tions, it was proved in [11], as an application of a more general result, that  the positive equil ibrium 
point ~ is globally asymptot ical ly stable when (A - b)o + A 2 > 0. 
EXAMPLE 8. Consider the difference equation 
f (n+ 1) + l f (n )  = l f (n+2) f (n+l ) ,  n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (4.33) 
where c~ is, in general, a nonzero complex numl)er. 
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The two equilibrium points of equation (4.33) are 
01 =0,  g2 = l+a.  
We shall show that 01 = 0 is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of equation (4.33) 
for Is] > 1, where a is a complex number and that 0 = 1 + c~ is also a locally asymptotically 
stable equilibrium point of equation (4.33) for c~ E ( -oo,  -2 )U  (1, +oc), where a is a real number. 
Moreover, we shall find a region of attraction for each one of them, a bound of the solution {f(n)} 
of equation (4.33), for initial conditions in general complex numbers, and the radius of convergence 
for the generating analytic function f(z) when limn~oo f(n + 1)/f(n) exists. 
We shall study first the equilibrium point ol = 0. 
Equation (4.33) results from equation (1.1) for 
1 
m = 1, ~1 : --, 
1 
N= 1, dll = - ,  
/31(Tt) = g(~%) = Cs(Tt) = btk(n) = ljk(n) =- O, 
dlk(n) - -0,  k > 2, ql l  =2,  q12 = 1. 
In this case, the operator F has the form 
F : I + and l i t - l i t ,  < . - I  1 
Also, P(R) = 1 - R/<I I- 1) and PI(R) : (<1 1-1)/loll) R-  (1/]al)R 2. The region of attraction 
predicted by Theorem 3.1 is given by 
if(1)l ~. <l l- 1) 2 (4.34) 
4[al 
Thus, LOI 0 is a locally asymptotically stable equilibrium point of equation (4.33) with region 
of attraction given by (4.34). Also, {f(n)} is bounded, and in particular the following holds: 
if(n)] < ]a I - 1 (4.35) 
2 
In order to study the equilibrium point 0 = 1 +(~, we set f (n)  = F(n) + t)2 into equation (4.33) 
and we obtain, after some manipulation, 
I 1 1 
F( 'n+2)+~F(n+l ) -  c~+1F(n)-  a+l - -F (n+2)F(n+l ) "  (4.36) 
This equation results from equation (1.1) for 
1 1 
m = 2, 0~ 1 - -  OL 2 - -  
a+l '  c t+ l '  
9 (n) = = g(n)  = c (n) = = - o ,  
1 
N : 1, d l l  - dlk( l~) ~ 0, 
c~+l '  
k > 2, q l l  = 2, q12 = 1. 
In this case, the operator F has the form 
F = ( I -  r lV ) ( I  - r2V), 
where 
<1- -  2(0: + 1-------~ +
4c~+5 
(ct + I) 2' T 2 - -  
I 4ct+5 
+ 
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if a < -2  and 
-1  + x /~+5 1 + VZ4a+ 5 
r l  = 2(a + 1) ' r2 = 2(a + 1) ' 
if ct > 1. In the case when a < -2 ,  it is HF-1tll _< L1, whereas in the case when a > 1, it is 
IIr- ll  < L2, where 
1 
L1-  (1 -  X/-1/(a + 1)) 2 and 
(a + 1) 2 
L2= a2+3a+2_(a+l )v /~+5 
Also, P(R)  = 1 -L IR / la+ I I, PI(R)  = R/L ] -R2/ I c~+ I], i ra  < -2 ,  and P(R)  = 1 -L2R/ (a+ I), 
P I (R)  = R /L2  - R2 / (a  + 1), if a > 1. It follows easily that  the region of attract ion of the 
equilibrium point zero of equation (4.36) predicted by Theorem 3.1 is given by 
]F(1)I + F(1) + F(2) < if c~ < -2 ,  (4.37) 
and 
IF(1)l + ---~--i-F(1) 
+ F(2) < (a2 + 3a + 2 - (a + 1) 4ax/'~--+~) 2 
4(ct + 1) 3 , if ct > 1. (4.38) 
Thus, P2 = 1 + a is a locally asymptotical ly stable equilibrium point of equation (4.33) with 
region of attract ion given by 
I f ( l )  - 1 - ~1 + f(1) + f (2) - 2 - c~ < - ~  if a < -2, (4.39) 
and 
~+ l f (1  ) a I f ( l )  - 1 - ~1 ÷ + f(2) - 2 - < 
if a> 1. 
(ct 2 + 3o~ + 2 - (~ + 1) 4~x,/4-a--@-~) 2 
+ 1)3 ' (4.40) 
Also {F(n)} and thus {f(n)} is bounded, and in particular the following holds: 
[ 1( )211 I f(n)l = tF(n)+o21 _<_ IF (n ) t+b2 l  < la+l l  1 + ~ 1 - if a < -2 ,  (4.41) 
and 
If(n)l = IF(n) + ~o'21 <_ IF(n)l + IQ2I < 
3a 2 + 7a +4 - (a+ 1)v/-4~ + 5 
2(ct + 1) 
if ct > 1. (4.42) 
Finally, from equation (4.33), we have 
f (n  + 1) 1 1_ f (n  + 1) 
f (n~ +-  = ~f (n  + 2) ct f (n)  
(4.43) 
For a complex number with Ic~l > 1, we have from the above equation, 
lim f (n+l )  _ 1 
,~oo f (n)  a" 
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Thus, fox" every solution {f(n)} starting at a point given by (4.34), the generating analytic 
function f (z)  = ~ f (n)z  n-1 converges absolutely for Izl < I 1. n=l  
For a real number with c~ E (-Go, -2) U (1, +Go), we have from equation (4.43), 
l im f (n  + 1) _ 1. 
, ,-+~ f (~)  
Thus, for every solution {f(n)} starting at a point given by (4.39) or (4.40), the generating 
analytic function f(z) 2~,°°__ 1 f (n )z  ~-1 converges absolutely for Iz] < 1. 
REMARK 4.9. In the case when equation (4.33) has positive solutions with positive initial con- 
ditions, it  was proved  in [12], among other  th ings ,  that  for a> 1, the  pos i t ive  equ i l ib r ium po in t  
c02 = 1 + a: is g loba l ly  asymptot ica l ly  s tab le  and  also 
ct 2 
l im sup f (n )  < - - .  (4.44) 
n-~oo - c~ - I 
Note  that  for 1 < ct < ( -1  + ~i -7 ) /2 ,  the  bound in (4.42) is bet ter  that  the  above  bound,  whereas  
for u> ( -1  + V~) /2 ,  the  bound in (4.d4) is bet ter  than  the  bound in (4.42). 
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